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HAPPENINGS

happenings

spotted!

All the latest ASH news from our new artistic director to celebrity sightings

ASH was a big hit at the recent Coachella music festival where a string of stylish celebrities were snapped by the
paparazzi wearing their favourite styles. The white sneaker is still a must-have according to singer Selena Gomez
and Portuguese model Sara Sampaio. Both stars matched their white Nicky Bis kicks with head-to-toe denim for a
cool yet casual look. Other stars spotted in ASH include actress Shay Mitchell who showed off her Hurricane black
suede booties while Victoria Justice matched her Adel mules with a show-stopping red gown.

introducing Catherine Brickhill

Sara Sampaio

Selena Gomez

ASH welcomes a new member as the talented Catherine Brickhill joins the creative team as artistic director for readyto-wear. The British designer and Central Saint Martin’s graduate has 22 years of fashion experience under her belt
and has worked for brands such as Givenchy and Alexander McQueen, where she earned her nickname, “the Leather
Queen,” from McQueen himself. Her first ready-to-wear collection debuts this season – read our story on page 23 to
24 to find out more!
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Victoria Justice

Shay Mitchell
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BEHIND THE SCENES

ASH returns to its European roots for its fall/winter 2017 global advertising campaign

Date: April 7, 2017.
Location: Parc André Citroën, a 35-acre public park on the Left Bank. This
futuristic site, designed by renowned landscapers and architects, offers a stunning
view of the River Seine and is the only green space in Paris that opens directly onto
the river. After the sun set, the crew took to the streets of the 15th arrondissement.
The vibe: Sunny blue skies provided the perfect backdrop for the fall/winter
collection’s sophisticated glamour and vintage spirit. Creative director Ezra Petronio
doubled as the on-set DJ and kept the crew in good spirits with his upbeat playlist.
The team: Photographer Theo Wenner, renowned stylist Camille BidaultWaddington, hair stylist Tomohiro Ohashi and make-up artist Marion Robine.
The ASH Girls: Former campaign girl and yoga lover Antonina Petkovic was
joined by two newcomers - the cool and unrestrained Steffy Argelich and classic
beauty, Othilia Simon.

behind the
scenes

Don’t forget to check out our behind-the-scenes video on www.ash.com.
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super women

Camille Bidault-Waddington
If anyone can attest to the power of an image, it’s Camille BidaultWaddington. The French stylist is the creative mastermind behind
some of the most striking images that have appeared on the
pages of influential magazines such as French Vogue and Purple.
Bidault-Waddington began her career in Paris working under
famed fashion editors like Marie-Amélie Sauvé, before moving
to London where she became part of a cool group of insiders
including fellow stylist Katie Grand. Since then she has built a
successful career consulting and styling for high-profile brands
(she recently lent her talents to ASH’s fall/winter advertising
campaign). Thanks to a unique creative approach, she is one of
fashion’s most revered stylists.

This powerful group may come from different walks of life, but each one is creating an
inspiring legacy for the next generation

Aimee Song
Aimee Song is a trailblazer in the blogosphere and is still one of
its most influential members. The Los Angeles native and Song
of Style founder began blogging as a hobby in 2008, and quickly
amassed a cult following thanks to her unique personal style.
Fast forward almost a decade, the 30-year-old has leveraged her
massive social media presence to create a profitable business that
includes collaborations with various fashion and beauty brands,
a book, and fashion and jewellery line. Today she continues to be
an authentic voice and inspiring role model for young women.

Eva Chen
Eva Chen is one of a small yet dynamic group of women who are
redefining how we communicate with each other in the digital
age. The former journalist started her career inside the hallowed
halls of Condé Nast, first as editor of Teen Vogue magazine and
then Lucky. In 2015 she jumped ship and joined social media
app Instagram as its first ever head of fashion partnerships. Since
then she has been at the forefront of the digital media movement,
acting as a bridge between the worlds of fashion and technology,
all the while helping luxury brands build a voice on social media.
She herself has become one of the digital world’s most powerful
influencers with over 700,000 followers on Instagram, who tune
in everyday to get a glimpse into her busy life.

Ashley Graham
When Ashley Graham first joined the modelling industry in the
early 2000s she made it her mission to reshape its perception
of beauty. Building a career as a plus size model wasn’t easy
and she battled criticism and bigotry every step of the way. Her
perseverance however has paid off and she continues to shatter
the proverbial glass ceiling. Today she is an avid spokesperson
for “real women” and proud supporter of diversity in the industry.
She made history as the first ever plus size model to appear on
the cover of magazines such as Sports Illustrated and Vogue and
has also launched various fashion lines. More than that, she is a
mentor for the new generation while promoting body positivity
and self-acceptance.
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Hannah Bronfman
Hannah Bronfman may have been born into a life of privilege
– her father is former Warner Music Group chairman and CEO,
Edgar Bronfman Jr. while her mother is 1970s cult actress Sherry
Brewer – but she has made a name for herself in her own right. An
arts graduate, she ended up modelling briefly after school before
pursuing a career in the music business where she quickly became
one of New York’s hottest DJs. Not content with just spinning tunes,
the 29-year-old also masterminded various projects designed for
millennials including the Beautified app, which allows users to book
last minute services at spas and beauty salons. More recently she
has followed her passion for wellness, and became an influential
fitness blogger with an extremely successful website, HBFIT, that
promotes inner and outer beauty.
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Tavi Gevinson

Kylie Jenner
If you thought Kim was the most entrepreneurial of the KardashianJenner clan, then think again. In just a few years, youngest sibling
Kylie has managed to reinvent herself from awkward teen to social
media star and successful entrepreneur. Her Kylie Cosmetics
line, which includes her best-selling Kylie Lip Kit, has raked in
millions earning her a spot in the Forbes 30 under 30 list this year.
She has also created several fashion lines with her model sister
Kendall and is the spokesperson for countless of other brands.
More than that she has harnessed her social media power to
fight for causes she believes in, among them a campaign against
bullying ( #IAmMoreThan).

Livia Firth
Award-winning activist and humanitarian Livia Firth works
tirelessly to create a sustainable future for the next generation.
The former documentary filmmaker advocates for many causes.
She founded ideas consultancy Eco-Age in 2009 with the mission
to bring together global thought leaders to address sustainability
issues across various sectors. A passionate champion of eco-style,
she is also the driving force behind the launch of the Green
Carpet Challenge ® (GCC) which collaborates with some of the
most iconic design houses in the world to raise the profile of
sustainable fashion. Her fight for a better world is on-going – she
is also an Oxfam Global Ambassador and founding member of
powerful women’s advocacy group, The Circle.
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When Tavi Gevinson started writing her style blog, Style Rookie, at
the tender age of 12, no one could imagine how many women she
would empower with her no-holds-barred editorials about style,
feminism and pop culture. By the time she was at high school she
had launched an online magazine for teenage girls called Rookie
covering art, culture, fashion and beauty and featuring essays by
renowned writers such as Zadie Smith. Not content with being
a media mogul, she has also added actress to her resume and
recently starred on Broadway in New York. The 21-year-old’s
greatest accomplishment however is being a strong and inspiring
female role model for the new generation.

Sarah Rutson
Sarah Rutson may be a permanent fixture in the front rows of
Paris and Milan and on street style blogs, but her role in the
industry goes much deeper. The British-born fashion director and
consultant started her career almost three decades ago as a buyer
for various department stores in England and later in Hong Kong,
where she climbed up the ranks. In 2014 she made headlines when
she joined e-tailer Net-a-porter, bringing with her a sharp eye for
the next big trend and a keen business sense. Rutson continues
to be a driving force in the industry, not only as a mentor and
consultant for emerging designers and brands, but as a seasoned
curator intent on bringing the best of fashion to women.

Selena Gomez
Popstar Selena Gomez’s story is a rags-to-riches fairytale. Her
early childhood was marred by hardships including the divorce
of her parents as her mother struggled to keep food on the table.
To make ends meet, Gomez took on minor acting roles in Disney
and soon became one of its most popular stars. High-profile acting
and singing roles followed, and in 2012, she debuted her first solo
album, launching what would become an incredibly successful
music career. Despite her fame, Gomez hasn’t forgotten those
less fortunate than herself. She continues to campaign for various
social causes be it impoverished children in underdeveloped
nations (she was one of UNICEF’s youngest ambassadors), or
the protection of abandoned animals. And despite her personal
struggles – she was diagnosed with auto-immune disease Lupus
in 2015 – she continues to rise to the top thanks to plenty of hard
work and determination.
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club nights

A night out calls for plenty of sultry glamour with a vintage touch.

Eden sheer top
Paix leather pants
Ginger sneakers

Eden sheer top
Paix leather pants
Ginger sneakers
Kori Mini Tote
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Verve military jacket
Patti jeans
Fedora boots in Nirvana Moss
T-shirt and belt, stylist’s own
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STYLE

Glassvegas knit sweater
Jeanne fringed skirt
Blast boots in Leopard

Vertigo leather jacket
Purdey embellished jeans
Diamond Bis boots in Midnight
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soul sisters
We pay tribute to the women who have revolutionised the music industry
with their distinct vocal styles
Alanis Morissette

Music genres are defined by their unique sound, be it the soulful
tunes of the Motown era, synthesised beats of Disco or upbeat
tempo of modern day pop. For a long time these genres were mostly
defined by male artists, but since the early 1970s tables have turned
as female musicians have made their own indelible mark.
One of the earliest music pioneers was Debbie Harry of Blondie.
Blondie emerged from the New York City punk scene in the 1970s
with hits such as Heart of Glass and Rapture, which featured Harry’s
eclectic mix of pop, disco, reggae and rap. Vocal talent aside, she
became a role model for her peers thanks to her cool rock attitude,
fearlessness and wild subversive streak.
Harry eventually paved the way for more female icons to rise to
the forefront, including Madonna and Cyndi Lauper in the 1980s.
Lauper immediately stood out with her funky style, punky hair,
raspy voice and infectious pop songs, making her an instant hit.
In 1983 she released the feminist, no-holds-barred anthem, Girls
Just Want to Have Fun, thus cementing her place in music history.
Although Lauper’s music was extremely popular, the undisputed
queen of pop in the 1980s was Madonna. The Italian-American
singer emerged from the New York club scene with dance singles
such as Borderline and Lucky Star, which mixed carefree, joie de
vivre lyrics with a clubby downtown sound. Hit after hit followed
as her influence spread from music to video and fashion. She
courted plenty of controversy along the way as she experimented
and explored themes such as sexuality and feminism, both through
her songs and personal style.
By the 1990s the industry was ready for a more authentic sound.
When Canadian singer Alanis Morissette released her now groundbreaking album Jagged Little Pill in 1995, it was a welcome breath
of fresh air. Featuring raw vocals, acoustic guitar melodies and songs
that dealt with real life issues from breakups to depression, it was
the complete antithesis of the happy-go-lucky music of the 1980s

and immediately resonated with a new generation of angsty youth.
Generation Y would also help propel another singer to stardom that
decade - Christina Aguilera. The former Disney star, who has been
compared to greats like Whitney Houston and Mariah Carey, wowed
the industry with her wide vocal range and diverse musical style.
Known as the little star with a big voice, her debut album, Genie in
a Bottle, was released in 1999, and was certified octuplet platinum
for having sold over eight million copies.

Debbie Harry

By the early 2000s, women were dominating headlines including
R&B singer Beyoncé. The former Destiny’s Child’s singer went solo
in 2003 with her debut album, Dangerously in Love, which went on
to win five Grammy Awards. Critics were quick to praise her unique
rhythmic vocals, which were influenced by hip hop but that also
incorporated elements of soul, gospel and funk. Also a talented
songwriter, she penned numerous number one hits proving that
she was more than just a great voice.
Much like Beyoncé, today’s most popular female artists march to
the beat of their own drum. Drawing on her Barbadian heritage,
Rihanna has become one of the most influential popstars of the
2010s thanks to her expressive yet controlled vocals. Paying tribute
to genres like reggae and pop, her breezy island style mixed with
elements of dance is unlike anything heard before and immediately
catapulted her to stardom.

Christina Aguilera

Then you have trailblazers such as Lady Gaga and Sia both of whom
have created new genres with their distinct vocals. Gaga’s talent is
undeniable, but more than that she’s an advocate, a trendsetter and a
chameleon. Sia meanwhile polarises critics with her uncomfortable,
intense and awe-inspiring sound, but her lasting influence can already
be felt in the work of the next generation.
Although each of these artists have contributed something different
to the industry, they are united in one mission - to empower women
through their music.

Madonna
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rule breaker
ASH’s latest ready-to-wear collection
celebrates the brand’s roots

When artistic director Catherine Brickhill began designing her first collection for ASH, she knew
she had to start with a clean slate.
“In a way I wanted to do something that’s new but I am also practical and pragmatic. So instead
of completely changing the label, I decided to print over it. I wanted some continuity from past
collections, but it was also about exploring a new world for me,” she says.
Red Hot dress
Poncho shawl
Harper shoes

An industry veteran with over two decades of experience as a designer and consultant, Brickhill’s
debut collection pays tribute to the brand’s roots and youthful spirit while celebrating its diversity,
richness and originality. Rock ‘n’ roll, vintage-military, boho chic and sportswear elements combine
to form an easy-to-wear collection, that is about finding your own style.
“The ASH Girl is a real free spirit, self-confident, sassy, irreverent but also open-minded. I felt
what was missing was this richness, an attention to detail and a touch of femininity. I wanted
to create pieces that you hold onto, like something you found in a flea market or your parents
wardrobe,” she says.

Moloko gilet
Eden blouse
Purdey jeans

Malfunkshun jacket
Glassvegas sweater
Paix pants

In contrast, there is also a more feminine side to the collection as seen in the soft reversible faux
furs, generous knits and fluid crepes. ASH’s signature boho spirit is channelled in layered looks
which include sheepskin and fur gilets, loose ponchos, washed leathers and rich paisley prints
– Brickhill’s take on 1970s hippy chic.

As such, vintage classics have inspired many of the looks. To add a modern touch, some silhouettes
are hybrid and multi-purpose so that they can adapt to a person’s style. For example, a sporty
trench can be zipped apart to form a bomber jacket while a casual parka is decorated with a luxe
fox fur patchwork and hood, both of which are removable.

Rounding off the collection are pieces that embody ASH’s enduring rock spirit. New Romantic
dandy ruffles and electronic casual club gear have inspired the studded shirts and sweatshirts,
and graffiti motifs on leather jackets. Gothic lettering spells out the word, “Rebel,” on leather,
a sequined white shirt and sportswear. For a touch of high glamour, there is metallic knitwear
and denim.

Mocha coat
Tomahawk T-shirt
Pixies pants
Chelsea shoes
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Manuva coat
Randy dress
Chelsea shoes

Primal jumpsuit
Manson Fur jacket
Marika shoes

Ministry jacket
Tomahawk T-shirt
Jeanne skirt
Marika shoes
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ASH fall/winter 2017 Editor’s Picks

Baroque
Fantasy
1970s style platforms and boots feature ornate details,
rich fabrics and heavy embellishments reminiscent of the
Baroque art movement. Fabrics include metallic jacquard
and velvet accented with glittering embroideries for an
ultra-glamorous look. Go bold or go home.

Dragon

trending

Fedora

Diamond Bis

Black Swan

Boom

Punk
Princess
Harper

Goldie sweater

The rebellious spirit of the 1980s is channelled into a
collection of edgy yet glamorous boots. Rock out in pointytoe booties featuring multiple leather straps and covered in
hardware such as studs and buckles. Leopard print and pony
hair adds a cool edge.

Cristal

Brave

Pearl leggings
Harper shoes
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Chelsea

Blast
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Way
Out
West
The cowboy boot continues
to be a must-have
for the modern gypset
thanks to its versatility.
Ride off into the sunset
in styles that are updated
with high-fashion details
such as cut-outs, braids, studs,
fringing and laser engraved
tribal patterns.

Hard
Candy

Ilona

Party

Love them or hate them, studs are here to stay. It’s all about
variety so choose embellishments in all shapes, sizes and
finishes from rounded or square nail heads to micro studs
and stars. Heavy metal has never looked so pretty.

Jezabel
Gipsy

Dazed

Goldie

Gwen

Show off your creative side with sneakers that have been
decorated with motifs taken from the streets for a funky look.
It’s all about making a statement so anything goes, from
colourful manga prints to iconic graffiti symbols.

Virgin Skull

Shooting
Stars
Psychose

Voodoo

Nova Bis
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Virtu

Play

Janice

American
Graffiti
Nova

Play

Lucky Star

Reach for the stars in sneakers decorated in other-worldly
star motifs that are bang on trend. Shine bright in a range
of kicks covered with stars in metallic leather, glittering
embroideries or silver studs.

Majestic

Majestic Bis

Majestic

Lifting Star
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Kick back in a uniform of cool yet casual separates, accessorised with

creatures of
comfort

comfortable footwear that doesn’t compromise on style

Chelsea boots
Underwear, stylist’s own

Cry Baby embroidered shirt
Vertigo Studs leather jacket
Poison pants
Versus lace-up shoes
Kriss Wallet (Fringes)
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STYLE
Ministry Leopard bomber jacket
Paix leather trousers
Venus high-tops

Rushy babydoll dress
Paco flat sandals

ASH JOURNAL

LIFESTYLE

dj calu
Based between New York and Argentina, Carla Soledad Rivero, aka DJ Calu,
is also an actress and social activist. She shares her style, travel and music tips

calu’s top 10 playlist
1. You Wanted a Hit by LCD Soundsystem
2. Randy by Justice
3. Wayne by Black Lips
4. Loyalty by Onra
5. How Many Mics by The Fugees
6. Velvet by Stormzy
7. Everything is Everything by Lauryn Hill
8. Spectrum by GoldLink
9. My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy
by Kanye West
10. Caroline by Amine

Glassvegas knit sweater

What is your greatest extravagance?
I’m not a person of extravagance per se, although
I can never get enough of flowers and glasses.

Buenos Aires. He won Academy Awards for
Best Original Score for two consecutive years Brokeback Mountain in 2005 and Babel in 2006.

How would you describe your style?
Natural, unbiased, authentic and sensual.

What’s your favourite music genre?
R&B because my body loves that flow.

What’s the best piece of advice you have ever
been given?
Listen! We have two ears and one mouth, so we
should listen more than we talk.

Music should make you feel...
Powerful.

What piece of clothing can’t you live without?
My JT’s jeans (@jtbyjt).

Who is your ultimate music icon?
Prince because he was the symbol of love!

What’s your most treasured possession?
My typewriter because I love to write while I’m
travelling.

What inspires you?
People with good energy.

What’s one book everyone should read?
Don Quijote de la Mancha by Miguel de Cervantes
Saavedra, because we are all looking for something
we lose.

What’s your favourite city?
Tokyo.

When or where are you the happiest?
Whenever I’m with my dog Liona.

Where do you go to escape?
The north of Argentina. It makes me feel close
to my roots.

What three things do you want to achieve or
do before you die?
Have children, contribute to improving the world
and give away all my love.

What’s your favourite ASH shoe?
The Virtu denim sneakers. They are comfortable
yet stylish and I love denim!
What’s your favourite album of all time?
The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill by Lauryn Hill.
What’s the most memorable concert you have
ever attended?
Gustavo Santaolalla at the Colon Theatre in
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What’s your best tip for exploring a new city?
Cycling is the best experience for all the senses.

What three items do you always travel with?
A book, hat and fragrance.

Pixies cropped pants
Nymphea sneakers in Bistro

What do you always buy on holiday?
Thermal spring water.

Where’s next on your travel list?
Iceland. I want to experience the Aurora Borealis
(Northern Lights).
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holiday
getaways

@jennypeelee

DISCOVERY

Reykjavik, Iceland
Reykjavik may be the capital of Iceland but it’s home
to a population of only 120,000 so it feels more like
a quaint fishing village than a city. The nature here
is wild and unadulterated with erupting geysers,
sheer glacial cliffs, cascading waterfalls and extinct
volcanoes to explore. A visit to the blue lagoon

Looking for an exotic escape?

geothermal pools is not to be missed. If you’re lucky

ASH goes off-the-beaten track to find the latest hot spots around the globe

you may even catch nature’s most beautiful light
show – the Northern Lights.

Udaipur, India
Tourists may flock to Jaipur, but Udaipur is just as
stunning – but without the crowds. Set around a
series of artificial lakes, it’s known for its lavish royal
residences many of which have been converted into
luxury accommodations. Although its vibrant bazaars
and temples will keep you entertained, it’s a place
for romance. A sunset cruise on Lake Pichola is an
experience you’re unlikely to forget.

Lisbon, Portugal
Portugal is currently Europe’s hottest destination,
hills and overlooking the sparkling Tagus river, it’s
been compared to San Francisco thanks to its artsy
community, colourful tramways and Golden Gate style
suspension bridge. Each district has its own character
but top of the list is Alfama which is known for its
cobbled streets and hidden bars where locals perform

Merida, Mexico

Fado, the area’s traditional folk music.

Beirut, Lebanon
@jennypeelee

with Lisbon at the heart of it all. Spread across steep

The Lebanese capital is known as the Paris of the
Middle East and rightly so. Despite many years of
unrest, it continues to reinvent itself as a thriving
hotspot for shopping, socialising, sightseeing and

Paro, Bhutan

more recently, art. Explore on foot and enjoy its
eclectic mix of modern, Ottoman and colonial

If you’re looking for an authentic slice of Mexican

French architecture, while visiting old Mosques and

life then skip Mexico City and head to Merida, the

museums. If it gets too busy then head 20 minutes

Yucatán’s capital. Rich in Mayan culture, it’s filled

outside of the city to explore its crystal-clear waters

with leafy squares and ancient streets lined with

and limestone cliff beaches.

The Himalayan kingdom of Bhutan is still one of
the world’s most mysterious and happiest places
(courtesy of the government’s unique Gross National
Happiness philosophy). If you are looking for a more
spiritual journey then head to Paro Valley, west of the

Spanish and French colonial architecture dating as

capital Thimpu, which is home to the country’s most

far back as the 18th century. At night, the city comes

sacred sites. Not to be missed is the mind-blowing

alive thanks to a burgeoning food scene. Be sure to

Galle, Sri Lanka

sample one of the region’s best mezcal margaritas!

This fortified city, on Sri Lanka’s southern coast,
has been beguiling travellers for years thanks to its
old-world charm. First built by the Portuguese in

Cartagena, Colombia

the 16th century and later expanded by the Dutch,
time seems to have stopped in the old town which
is lined with picturesque streets and architectural

Located on South America’s Caribbean coast, this

gems including a hotel designed by famed architect

old Spanish port offers more than just a glamorous

Geoffrey Bawa. To experience a true slice of Sri

beach vacation. History and culture collide in the

Lankan life, head to the iconic lighthouse to watch

Old Town, a UNESCO World Heritage site, which is
known for its brightly coloured houses and plazas
filled with dancers and boisterous locals. Don’t forget

Capetown, South Africa

to visit the 17th Convento de la Popa, which offers

Forget Safari – Capetown offers plenty of adventure

breath-taking views of the city below.

for travellers. Set against the stunning backdrop of

school kids play cricket while locals in colourful saris
bathe in the water.

Table Mountain and Table Bay, it’s known for its
gourmet dining and fine wine, which is harvested
in the region’s surrounding vineyards. It also offers
plenty for nature lovers from stunning hiking trails
and penguin watching at Boulders Beach to diving
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with great white sharks.
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Tiger’s Nest monastery which hangs perilously off
the cliff’s edge, 3,000 metres above sea level.
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moodboard

fringe club

Inside the world of ASH creative director,
Patrick Ithier
Flying high

Home away from home, Saint-Tropez

My sanctuary, the office

Father and son

Work in progress

Watching the sunset
ASH in the city

Fall is upon us and it’s time to break out your collection of boots. While there are plenty to choose from this season,
the Iman comes out on top because it ticks so many boxes. Made from supple black suede, this pointy toe style is
covered in layers of fringing and hammered silver pieces that make a major fashion statement. Thanks to its versatile
shape, it can work with almost any look whether you are going for boho babe, modern cowgirl or glamorous rockstar.
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